Rearfiew Mirrors

All passenger car mirrors are suitable for both left and right side mounting. NOTE: ONCE MOUNTED, MIRROR ADJUSTMENT IS LIMITED. STUDEBAKER INTERNATIONAL RECOMMENDS THAT MIRRORS BE POSITIONED FOR BEST VISIBILITY WITH SOMEONE IN THE DRIVER’S SEAT BEFORE YOU DRILL THE MOUNTING HOLES.

**AC-1400**
Reproduction 1947-1952 rearview mirror frequently used on Champion models. Mounting gasket & screws included. $85.00 ea.

**AC-1400X** Right side only. Same as above but with convex glass. Mounting gasket & screws included. $85.00 ea.

**800771** Additional mounting gasket. Pad to fit between mirror base and body. $2.00 ea.

**AC-1853** 1947-1952 outside rearview mirror. Deluxe style frequently used on Commander & Land Cruiser models. $85.00 ea.

**AC-1853X** Right side only. Same as above but with convex glass. Mounting gasket & screws included. $85.00 ea.

**800773** Additional mounting gasket. Pad to fit between mirror base and body. $2.00 ea.

**Replacement Convex Mirror**
Have a mirror on the right and want to change it to convex? These will fit reproduction mirrors only. If your mirror is an original Studebaker mirror it will not fit.

**801714** Pry out the old glass and glue in (glue not provided) the new. State style of mirror when ordering. $6.50 ea.

**801714** Same as 801714 but first ship your mirror to us and we’ll install the new glass. Return postage extra $12.50 ea.

**AC-2340**
1953-1955 outside rearview mirror. A handsome addition to your car. Mounting gasket & screws included. $85.00 ea.

**AC-2340X** Right side only. Same as above but with convex glass. Mounting gasket & screws included. $85.00 ea.

**800769** Additional mounting gasket. Pad to fit between mirror base and body. $2.00 ea.

**AC-2728**

**AC-2728X** Right side only. Same as above but with convex glass. Mounting gasket & screws included. $85.00 ea.

**800772** Additional mounting gasket. Pad to fit between mirror base and body. $2.00 ea.

**Mirror Insert**

**1546755A** Plastic insert only. Red background with gold bird. Used with AC-2861X1 mirror. $45.00 ea.

**1546755B** Plastic insert only. Black background with gold bird. Used with AC-2861X2 mirror. $45.00 ea.

Regal outside mirror for all 1958-60 Sedans and Hawks. Excellent quality. Available with choice of insert. Mounting gasket & screws are included.

**AC-2861X1** As Pictured - Hawk with red background. $175.00 ea.

**AC-2861X2** Hawk with black background. $175.00 ea.

**AC-2861X3** Crest emblem. $190.00 ea.

**Truck Mirrors**

**AC-1637** Left. 1949-59 truck. Black painted head, arm and bracket. $86.00 ea.

**AC-1638** Same as AC-1637, but for right side. $86.00 ea.

**801052** Replacement, round painted head, will work on your original left or right arm for AC-1637. $29.95 ea.

**801853** Left side. 1949-59 M-series truck. Paintable polished aluminum arm with black painted head. Arm is slightly longer than original for better visibility. $86.00 ea.

Arm is slightly longer than original for better visibility $86.00 ea.

**801854** Right side. 1942-48 M-series truck. Paintable polished aluminum arm with black painted head. $86.00 ea.


**AC-2918X** Right side only. Same as above but with convex glass. Mounting gasket & screws included. $85.00 ea.

**800364** Replacement mirror head. Will work on your original base. $45.00 ea.

**800364X** Right side only. Same as above but with convex glass. $45.00 ea.

**800770** Additional mounting gasket. Pad to fit between mirror base and body. $2.00 ea.

**AC-3310** Strato-Vue outside rearview mirror for all Avanti. 1962-66 Lark, or 1962-64 Hawk. Quality reproduction that will compliment your car. Mounting gasket & screws included. $85.00 ea.

**AC-3310X** Right side only. Same as above but with convex glass. Mounting gasket & screws included. $85.00 ea.

**800203** Well nuts and special screws for Avanti. $5.00 pr.

**800768** Additional mounting gasket. Pad to fit between mirror base and body. $2.00 ea.

**AC-3052** Same as AC-3053, but for right side. $110.00 ea.

**AC-3052X** Right side only. Same as above but with convex glass. $125.00 ea.

**AC-3053** Left side. 1959-1964 truck. Chrome head and arm with painted mounting bracket. $125.00 ea.

**800365** Replacement rearview mirror. Rectangular chrome head, will work on your original left or right arm. For AC-3052-3. $48.00 ea.

**800365X** Right side only. Same as above but with convex glass. $48.00 ea.

**801124** Painted arm & spacer. Right. $55.00 ea.

**801125** Painted arm & spacer. Left. $55.00 ea.

**801126** Chrome arm & spacer. Right. $74.00 ea.

**801127** Chrome arm & spacer. Left. $74.00 ea.

**801128** Painted bracket. Right. $32.50 ea.

**801129** Painted bracket. Left. $32.50 ea.
**FULL WHEEL COVERS**

AC-2118 1951-52 all models. $100.00 ea.

AC-2937 1959-60 all models. Black "S" on chrome center. White outer circle. $75.00 ea.

AC-3071 1961 all models. Black "S" on chrome center. Black outer circle. $75.00 ea.

AC-3276 1962 Hawk. Black "S" on red center. Black outer circle. $75.00 ea.

AC-3405 1963 Hawk. Black "S" on silver center. Black outer circle. $75.00 ea.

AC-3381 1963 Lark. Chrome "S" with white center with two inner white circles, & chrome outer circle. $75.00 ea.

AC-3178 1962 Lark. White "S" on red center. White outer circle. $75.00 ea.

**HUBCAPS (NOT FULL WHEEL COVERS)**

189718 1937 Dictator & Coupe Express. $95.00 ea.

NEW - 192688 1938-39 President. $115.00 ea.

NEW - 192689 1938-39 Commander & Coupe Express. $115.00 ea.

194894 1939-41 Champion. Chrome finish with red letters. $75.00 ea.

197563 1941 Commander & 1942 - 1948 M-5 Truck. Chrome with red letters. $75.00 ea.

**WHEEL WELL MOULDINGS & CLIPS**

These mouldings are sold exchange only. Your old repairable mouldings must be received prior to shipment.

801348 1956-64 C & K car. Refinished stainless that looks like new. Comes with new set of clips. $495.00/set 4

1314792 Right front, only. Includes clips. $135.00 ea.

1314793 Left front, only. Includes clips. $135.00 ea.

1314798 Right rear, only. Includes clips. $135.00 ea.

1314799 Left rear, only. Includes clips. $135.00 ea.

1337107 Wheel well moulding clip. 1956-64 Hawk. Takes 5 per wheel. $2.95 ea.

1337107X20 Enough for one car. $59.00/set 20

From Mileca, Minnesota, Brent Herge's 1962 GT Hawk